9 DAYS HAILUOGOU/LESHAN/E’MEI/CHENGDU
FLOWER PARADISE
FLOWER-VIEWING TOUR (MAR 2018)

 Longquanyi Peach Blossom Festival, Lake Phoenix Sakura Festival,
Meishan Rapeseed Flower Festival

 Chengdu City Center –Super 5 Star Sofitel Hotel
Two Nites at Five Star Gongga Shentang Hot Spring Hotel
 COMPLIMENTARY: Deluxe Hot Spring at Gonggashentang Hotel Two Nights


Hailuogou by Cable Cars & Sight Seeing Bus

 Special Gourmet: Chengdu Snacks / Imperial Chinese Herb/ Wuming Steamboat/
Leshan Beancord Banquet / Dongpo Pork
Day 1: Singapore Chengdu



Assemble at Singapore Changi International Airport for your flight to Chengdu, provincial capital of Sichuan.
Tonight you will stay at Chengdu local 5 star Chuangang International Hotel or similar class hotel.

Day 2: Chengdu/Hailuogou

(B/L/D) 

After breakfast, proceed to Hailuogou passing Rainbow Bridge and the Er Lang Mountain, enjoy the unique
scenery of the mountainous regions. We will arrive at Moxi, located at the entrance of Hailuogou Valley. Moxi is an
ancient town. Upon arrival, check in the hotel. Tonight stay in Hailuogou local 5 star Gongga Shentang Hotel or
similar class hotel. You can enjoy the deluxe hot spring in the hotel .

Day 3: HaiLuoGou -with cable cars and hot spring

(B/L/D) 

Today’s highlight is a visit to the Hailuogou Scenic Area, which is noted for its glaciers,ice waterfall and hot
springs. As this is one of the most spectacular scenery in the world, Hailuogou is about 50km long with its glaciers of
2,850 metres wide and 1,080 metres high and the ice waterfall is the largest of its kind in China-Later.. The
temperature of these hot springs is between 50-58 degrees. Tonight stay in Hailuogou local 5 star Gongga
Shentang Hotel or similar class hotel. You can enjoy the deluxe hot spring in the hotel .

Day 4：Hailuogou/ Jiajiang//Meishan Rapeseed Flower Garden /Emei
(B/L/D) 
This morning, take a coach to Mt.Emei, Enroute you will visit Meishan Rapeseed Flower Garden. The
beautiful sea of gold is a staple and will definitely be a memorable experience for all visitors. Tonight you will
stay at Mt. Emei local five star Weini Hotel or similar class hotels.

Day5: Emei BaoguoTemple/ FuhuTemple

(B/L/D) 

After breakfast, you will visit the famous Baoguo Temple.&Fuhu Temple. Covering an area of 10 acres, the
entire Baoguo Temple is built in a classical Chinese courtyard architectural style. One renowned historical
relics is the 25-ton bronze Bell (Shengji Evening Bell) which is second to Beijing’s Great Bell. Fuhu Temple
is a nice temple in a peaceful and quiet setting. You can walk inside the beautiful forest up the
mountain .Tonight you will stay at Mt. Emei local five star Weini Hotel or similar class hotels.

Day 6: Leshan (by cruise) / *Leshan Eastern Buddha /*Huanglongxi Ancient Town

(B/L/D) 
After breakfast, you will visit Leshan Grand Buddha by cruise. It is one of the biggest stone Buddhist statues
in the world. Then you will vist Eastern Buddha, a national 4a level tourist attractions.

Eastern Buddha, the size of more than 10000 Buddha statues, including the world's largest sleeping Bu
ddha meters, the main cliff carved stone statues.
It
not only showed the Buddha culture of the Millennium charm, but also left the modern people inherit t
he footprints of ancient stone sculpture art.
Then you will visit the Huanglongxi Ancient Town. It is famous for its old and simple architectural style and
the elegant art for the lay-out of the town. It is the old image of Chengdu and contains rich tourist resources.
Tonight you will stay at Chengdu city center super 5 star Sofitel Hotel or similar class hotel.

Day 7：Chengdu / Panda-Eco Park /*Jinli (Gaiwan Tea)/ Peach Blossom at Longquanyi
Peach Garden

(B/L/ D) 

This morning, you will visit the famous Panda-Eco Park in Chengdu. The lovely panda will leave unforgettable
memory to you. Then you will visit Jinli Ancient Street and taste the local Gaiwan Tea. Then proceed to
Longquanyi Peach Garden. It is one of the largest peach gardens with the natural landscape. In spring, you
can visit the most beautiful ‘Flower Sea’ of peach blossoms here (subject to the condition of weather ) Tonight
you will stay at Chengdu city center super 5 star Sofitel Hotel or similar class hotel.

Day 8: Chengdu/The Phoenix Lake Wetland Park (Sakura Garden) (B/L/D) 
After breakfast, proceed to

the

Phoenix Lake Wetland Park (Sakura Garden). Being the largest cherry

blossom hotspot in Sichuan, there are over a hundred varieties of cherry trees here. You can view pictures of cherry
blossoms. Cherry Blossom is an emblem of purity and it represents the pure love and hope. Tourists can fully indulge
in the romantic feeling under the cherry blossoms. Tonight you will stay at Chengdu local 5 star Chuangang
International Hotel or similar class hotel.

 Singapore

Day 9: Chengdu

B

After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your flight back to Singapore.

Package Include:
1. 8 night hotel & Entrance Ticket
2. Rubber Heath Product、 Silk factory、Baoshu Chinese Herb、Jade Museum (4 shopping stops)
Package Exclude:
1. Guaranteed Joining Extra Tour Fee* – RMB600/PAX
Huanglongxi Ancient Town

Leshan Buddha

Jinli Ancient Street( Gaiwan Tea)

2. Optional Tours(recommended): RMB600/PAX
Famous Si Chuan Opera-Changeable Mask Show

Mt.E’MEI Shengxiang Night Show

Sichuan mushroom steam boat
3A. Tipping for tour guide & driver*: RMB 225/PAX (RMB25 X 8/9DAYS)
3.

All the above fees please pay to local tour guide in China

4.

Pax need to top up SGD $100/Pax/Day if they want to detach from the tour.

Note: 1) The sequence of the tour programme may be re-arranged by the local tour operators as deemed necessary or
when there is a re-schedule of flights and any discrepancies in information please refer to Chinese itinerary.
2) The itinerary may be amended due to change of flights or other unforeseen circumstances.
3)All the above flower-viewing activities are subjected to the condition of weather and other unforeseen
circumstances. We seek your understanding that there will be no refund provided.

